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The Liability of Criminal Wrong Doing(the “LCWD”), refers to a liability 
complex composing of both criminal liability and tortious liability the actor shall 
bear when criminal wrong doing occurs. It can be seen as an interactive platform in 
substantive law. As a whole, the Liability of Criminal Wrong Doing can be used to 
integrate and coordinate functions of various types of liabilities. For example, “relief 
function of the LCWD = protective function of criminal responsibility + relief 
function of tortious liability”, “punitive and preventive function of the LCWD = 
punitive and preventive function of criminal liablity + punitive and preventive 
function of tortious liability”.  The concept of the LCWD meets Chinese context, 
and has a solid theoretical and statutory foundation. It plays a role differing from 
criminal liablity for damages, and it is more scientific and accurate when compared 
to “incidental civil liability”. 
As a result of the differences between criminal liability and civil liability in 
terms of evolution，interaction and effects，criminal wrong doing can be divided into
“crime resulting from tort”and “tort resulting from crime”，that is, a dichotomy of 
criminal wrong doing. The primary nature of“crime resulting from tort”is tort, where 
liability is thus based on tort and the primary aim to punish this kind of crime is to 
achievement of tortious liability relief. Accordingly, the LCWD can be divided into 
“the LCWD having emphasis upon civil matters” and “the LCWD having emphasis 
on both criminal matters and civil matters”. These constitute a dichotomy of the 
LCWD. “The LCWD having emphasis on both criminal matters and civil matters” is 
a basic form while “the LCWD having emphasis upon civil matters” is a special one. 
“The LCWD having emphasis upon civil matters” adjusts and corrects the deviation 
caused by “having emphasis on both criminal matters and civil matters” in practice. 
The law of Tort becomes a main guidance whereas criminal law becomes a 
supplementary one, so as to essentially achieve an equal emphasis on both criminal 















Philosophically, the LCWD Theory was an production during the development 
of market economy and the awareness of private rights which in turn influenced 
criminal justice. It is based on the entirety of liability caused by criminal wrong 
doing. It balances the entirety and the part, and optimizes the partial functions. The 
distinction of “the DCWD biased towards civil” and “the DCWD equal emphasis on 
criminal and civil” is the use of university and particularity of contradiction in 
imputation. “Relief and protection to the victim “and “criminal sanctions and crime 
prevention” are the main concerns in handling criminal wrong doing. Tortious 
liability and criminal liability may be primary or secondary aspects in the entirety of 
contradiction. In terms of the value of law, the LCWD Theory ensures the fairness by 
balancing the proportion of criminal liability and tortious liability. It restores the 
order of law by overcoming blocking factors to resolve contradiction. It safeguards 
the freedom of the individuals and the public by accommodating invdividual 
autonomy and crime prevention. It restrains the application of criminal law with tort 
liability relief as a buffer. It strengthens humanity of the criminal law with tortious 
liability relief as an intermediary to redeem the criminal and relief the victim. In 
legal and policy level, numerous rules for conviction and sanction and civil liability 
principles back up the interaction between criminal matters and civil matters. This 
theory much accords with the criminal policy of combining punishment with 
lenience. 
If the discussion limited in liability theory or punishment theory, it is not able  
to explain the fairness of the interaction between criminal matters and civil matters. 
Thus, it needs the clarification of criminal theory. Tortious liability, as an element of 
a crime, can be divided into “tortious liability element within criminal constitution” 
and “tortious liability element beyond criminal constitution”. Due to the “coupling” 
characteristic of criminal constitution, tort liability relief can prevent a crime from 
blocking certain an element of criminal constitution. Positive liability relief can also 
set up amended criminal constitution (crime suspension), or comply with negative 
criminal constitution (Penal Code Section 13 proviso). The tortious liability relief 















harm, but the object of a crime limits the effect of tort liability relief. There is a 
difference between tort liability as a result of harm and tortious liability as a result of 
crime. “crime coming from tort” is a crime built as the worsening harmful 
consequences, and tortious liability relief can stop criminal consequences being set 
up to achieve “tort but not crime”, while in “tort caused by crime” the criminal 
consequences are caused directly by action, and tort liability arises from the criminal 
action, so tortious liability relief is not able to negate the crime. Capability for 
criminal liability and the special identity of the perpetrator not only affect the 
conviction and sanction, but also consitute an important indicator for delineating the 
scope of “crime coming from tort”. The effects of tortious liability relief for 
negligent crime, intentional misdemeanour, and ordinary intentional crime vary, 
since the first two can set up “crime coming from tort” while the latter only “tort 
caused by crime”. In addition, as the conflict between the “offence”(criminal) and 
the “fault”(civil) exists, it is required that crossover study for criminal matters and 
civil matters should be further refined. For the action justified in criminal law, it 
needs to be docked with tortious liability law in theory, so that tortious liability relief 
can prevent the proper behavior from becoming unjustified. 
Delineating the scope of “crime coming from crime” can assist us in specifying 
that of “tort caused by crime” as well. Casual relationships, starting point of the 
conduct, and tortious liability are the three external standards of “crime coning from 
tort” whilst its internal standards include object, subject, subjective aspects and 
criminal illegality. Given the specialty of “crime coming from tort”, its scope shall 
be delineated according to the above standards one by one. In general, “crime 
coming from tort” consists of numerous criminal negligences, minor intentional 
crimes, the criminal circumstances of capable subject for special liability, and 
unjustifiable action. 
The primary value of the DCWD lies in providing the binary diversions for the  
cases. This diversion may be applied at pre-trial stage, trial stage and post-trial stage. 
However, if the DCWD theory can be used more effectively, it is necessary to 















spirit damage caused by crime wrong doing, improving penalty enforcement system 
including the probation, commutation, parole, etc. 
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